
On an icy Wisconsin night, Maya Neisen travels through a snowy forest to meet her father, David, at his winter cabin. Ostensibly, their purpose is merely to stage another in what has been a series of strained reunions, the distance between them a product of misunderstandings at the time of her mother's death. Maya also plans to reveal some secrets she has kept from him.

No sooner does she arrive at the remote, woodsy location, though, than she's attacked and beaten to death with a fireplace poker by a masked intruder. David, arriving only moments later, discovers her body, and in an attempt to revive her, smears his clothing with her blood. When he spots a masked man running away from the cabin, he grabs the same poker and gives chase until the alleged perpetrator mounts a snowmobile and takes off. David suddenly decides that he is being set up as the prime suspect in the murder of his own daughter, and...
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